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on a 10-inch Ducted Rotor VTOL UAV 
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US Army Reseal-ch, Deidopnzeizt. and Engineering Comniand 
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A ducted fan CTOL LAV with a 10-ineh diemeter rotor was tested in the US A m y  7-by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. 
The test conditions covered a range of angle of atrack from 0 to I10 degrees to the frecstn?am. Tbe tmnel WrOeity 
was raried from 0 (simulating a hoxer condition) to 128 fi'sec m propeller mode A six-cumponent internal balance 
measured the aerod-yamk lopds for a range of model rwfigurations. indudmg the isolated rotor, the isolated duct, 
and the hfl cmfiguratiea oftbe duct and rotor. For some conditions, hotwire vdocity surveys were mdtleted along 
the inner and outer surface ofthe duct and across the downstream wake. In addition. fhioreseent oil BBW vLFpalizatioe 
allowed the tlow separation pettwas inside and outside of the duct to be mapped for a few test cwditions. Two 
different duct shapes were tested to determine the performance effects of leading edge radius For each duct. a range 
of rotor tip gap from 1%R to 458R was tested to determine the performance penalty in bier and axial rtight. 
Measured results are presented in terms of hofer performance, hover performance in a m s w i n d ,  and high angle 
of attack performpnce m propdler mode. In each case, the effects of both tip gap and duct leading edge radius am 
illustrated using measuremmts. Some of the hover performance issues were also studied using a simple a n a l p i d  
method, and the resuits agreed with the measurements. 

Nomenclature 
Rotor disk area, XR' 
Duct airfoil chord, in 
Lift coefficient 
Pitching moment coeff. about c/'4, + nose up 
Pressure coefficient, = (Po - FY) / q  
Roior power coefficient 
Thrust coefficient 
Inner-diameter of duct, in 
Total system fiewe of merit, C? / ( L / 2 C p )  
Local static pressure, Ibs/ fr3 
Freestream static pressure, Ibsl fr' 
T o ~ l  przssure, Ibs,! f t3 
Freestream dynamic pressure. lbs/ fr' 
Reynolds number based on chord length 
Leading edge radius of duct airfoil, in 
Rotor blade root cut-out, in 
Rotor radius, in 
Freestream velocity, frlsec. k s  
Angle of attack. de: 
Tip gap between rotor and duct, in 
Density, slug/ ft' 
Advance ratio 

Introduction 
Recenr military operations in urban environments have 

stimulated research into small-scale ducted fan vertical take- 
off and landing (VTOL) uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs). 
The current concept of an "organic" air vehicle (OAV) relates 
to a small-scale, portable UAV operated by a single soldier 
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in the field. Lhelopment efforts have made considerable 
progress in fielding such a system. but some of the funda- 
mental aerodynamic issues are only starting to be identifed 
through operational problems and performance limitations. 
Research on ducted propellers has progressed from some of 
the first systematic testing by Kruger, Ref. 1, to recent appli- 
carion of the fenestron to helicopter tail rotors (Ref. 2). Sev- 
eral tests have been conducted by NASA at Ames Research 
Center including advanced shrouded propellers (Refs. 3 and 
4) and more recently. a ducted fan for a persond transport 
rotorcraft (Ref. 5). 

For this new class of small UAVs, and for micro UAVs in 
general, the duct diameter is on the order of a few inches. The 
result is very low Reynolds numbei Aows inside the duct and 
incident to the rotor blades. The focus on hover efficiency of 
ducted rotors at low Reynolds number is a new and interestmg 
area of research. There are numerous efforts in government. 
industry, and academic communities aimed at the analysis 
and design for this class of vehicle. These tools and meth- 
ods require some vexy simple test cases for validation and 
development. 

The objecthe of this experimental study was to obtain a 
baseline test case using a simple geometry for CFD valida- 
tion and design tool development. In addition to performance 
data, the flowfield measurements and visualization both pro- 
vided insight into the primary flow physics associated wirh 
thib class of UAV. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The experimental setup included a 10-inch diameter p o ~  - 

ered ducted fan wind tunnel model mounted in a 7 by 10 foot 
test section (Fig. la). The wind tunnel blockage was less than 
2% including the support hardware. Force and moment d m  
were acquired with a sting mounted 0.75-inch, 6-component 
internal balance as shown in Fig. 1 b. The metric side 01 
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h e  hzlmce measured the forces and moments on the model. 
inclul;ng the motor and gearbox. Hotwire \-eiocity surv.e!s 
%.ere 2 i j R d U C t l d  using a three-axis traverse and a sjngle wire 

shown in Fig. 1 c. Surface flow visualization was ac- 
qui& zsing fluorescent oil illuminated by ultra-violet lights. 
5 2 ~  FLg. i d. 

L-S .irm?- 7-bv lBFnot Wind Tunnel 

.$I1 testing was completed in the US h y  7-by 10-Foot 
~ y h d  Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center. see Figs. 1 (a )  
and 2. The tunnel has a 14:l contraction ratio and is pow- 
ered by a 3o-ft diameter fan. The turbulence levels in the 
freestream are less than 0.5% in all three components. While 
the tunnel has air exchange capability, the louvers were closed 
during these tests to insure the highest flow quahty at low tun- 
nel speeds. The test section dynamic pressure was measured 
using a pair of static pressure M g s  located at the entrance 
and exit TO the tunnel consaction section. In addition. a pitot- 
static probe aas mounted at the entrance to the test section for 
improved accuracy at low tunnel speed and to determine test 
section flow induced by the rotor operating in hover mode. 

Ducted Fan \TOL UAV Model 

The objective of the experiment was to provide a simple 
baseline test case for CFD validation and design tool devel- 
opment. The wind tunnel model was designed and manufac- 
tured by Techsburg, Inc. based on past experknce in testing 
UAVs. The baseline duct shape was representa~e  of early 
designs for a small ducted fan UAV and was characterized by 
a large leading edge radius r s  /c = 0.05 and a thickness-to- 
chord ratio of t /c  = 0.20, where the chord, c, is referenced to 
the duct airfoil cross section, c = 5.77in. The second duct 
shape tested was similar. but was designed with a smaller 
leading edge radius r u / c  = 0.03 and a thickness-to-chord 
ratio of t / c  = 0.19. 

A typical ducted fan UAV configuration includes stators, 
control sanes, and sensor packages; however, this wind tunnel 
model was simplified and did not include any of these items. 
The reason for the simplification was to provide a very basic 
test case for CFD analysis. Two small NL4CA 0012 support 
struts were the only structure within the rotor slipstream. n e  
outer diameter of the motor housing was designed to be less 
than the rotor root cutout of r , /R = 0.33 in order to avoid 
excessive hub blockage. 

The confi,mtion of the model is shown in Fig. 3. The 
model included a IO-inch inner diameter duct, and a 2-bladed 
rotor with a radius that ranged from 4.95 in to 4.80 in for 
Studying the effects of tip gap. The spinner shown in Fig. 3 

not used, and so the hub geometry was that shown in 
Fig. 1 c and d. Both ducts tested were constant internal diam- 
eter along the length, except for a very small region near the 
%ailing edge. 

Test Conditions 

The test matrix covered a range of tunnel speeds from no 
(simulating hover out of ground effect) to 120 ftJsec sim- 

ulating a high rate of advance in propeller mode. At each 
the angle of attack (Fig. 3)  was varied using a floor 

mounted turn table (i.e., the model was on its side). The 
'm able provided angles of attack from 0 degrees (propeller 

axial climbj to 110 degrees (hover with cross flow). 

For some cases, &e angle of attack was varied in increments 
of 1 to 3 degrees to zap pi: the stall Sehavior of the isdated 
duct and the ductirotor configuration. For the hn\,er configu- 
ration, the rotor RPM \vas varied from 7OOO to 9500. 

The zero angle of attack speed sweeps and no flow RPM 
sweeps a.ere repeated for different rotors with a range of tip 
gap from 4; :'R = 0.01 to 0.015. The tip gap is defined as the 
radial distance from the rotor tip to the inner wall of the duct 
as shown by Fig. 7. 

A six-component internal balance measured the aerody- 
namic loads for a range of model configurations, including 
the isolated rotor, the isolated duct, and the full configuration 
of the duct and rotor. For some conditions. hotwire veloc- 
ity surveys were conducted along the inner and outer surface 
of the duct and across the downstream wake. In addition, 
fluorescent oil flow visualization allowed the flow separation 
patterns inside and outside of the duct to be mapped for a few 
test conditions. 

Results and Discussion 
A typical mission profile for a small ducted fan rotorcraft 

r5ould begin with a take-off vertical followed by a transi- 
tion to propeller mode. .After arriving on station. the vehi- 
cle would then transition to hover and loiter while acquiring 
sensor data. The most important design specifications for a 
portable \TOL UAV are hover efficiency. hover control in ad- - 
verse winds, and stall performance in propeller mode. Based 
on these priorities, the following measured results are pre- 
sented in terms of hover performance, hover performance in 
a crosswind, and high angle of atrack performance in pro- 
peller mode. In each case, the effects of both tip gap and duct 
leading edge radius are illustrated. 

Hover Performance 

The hoser performance data is divided into the isolated 
rotor results and the ducted rotor results. The load sharing 
between the duct and rotor was roughly approximated by the 
difference between the isolated rotor performance compared 
to that of the ducted rotor. Owing to the small scale of these 
tests, the balance measured the total thrust, and so the indi- 
vidual contributions of the components cannot be determined 
exactly. In this case, a more accurate approach would have 
required testing a ducted rotor with a modified twist distri- 
bution to account for the induczd flow generated by the duct 
circulation. 

Isolated Rotor 
For the hover test condition, the isolated rotor (duct re- 

moved) was first operated over a range of WM. A series of 
rotors was tested with slightly different values of the blade ra- 
dius to investigate the effect of the gap between the rotor tip 
and duct. In order to measure each case against the ideal case 
of zero tip gap, the tip speed was taken as the actual value 
based on each of the blade radii; however, the duct internal 
radius was always used when computing the reference area. 
This procedure was also used for the unducted cases, and $0 

the slight change in tip twist with the reduction of blade ra- 
dius was offset. Using this method with the duct removed, all 
of the rotors collapse to a single &mst coefficient that is only 
slightly Fensitive to RPM (Le., Reynolds number). see Fig 3. 
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, Ducfed Rotor Hover performance in a cross-wind 

n e  ducted rotor thrust coefficient is compared to the iso- 
lated rotor in Fig. 6 over a range of WM. The results are 
shown for 3 values of tip gap defined in Fig. 7. and only one 
isolated rotor case is used for clarity. As shown by Fig. 6. 
the load sharing bemeen the duct and rotor (at high RPM) 
is a strong function of tip gap. For the smallest tip gap of 
&;;R = 0.01. the duct thrust developed to approximately 
38% of the isolated rotor thriist at high RPM. 

A very interesting result occured as the RPM was reduced, 
and the Reynolds number of the flow through the duct de- 
creased in Fig. 6. This phenomenon is either due to the loss 
of the suction peak on tie duct lip from laminar separation, or 
more likely due to the viscous losses inside the duct. The in- 
ternal flow losses tend to counteract the duct thrust, and beiow 
a certain RPM the duct produces a net download (compared 
to the isolated rotor). This result is very important for the de- 
sign and analysis of micro UAVs that would be even smaller 
than the vehicle tested in rhis study. 

Another key result of this study was measuring the sensi- 
tivity of hover efficiency to increasing tip gap & shown in 
Fig. 8. In order to facilitate an equal comparison of the iso- 
lated rotor to the ducted rotor, the figure of merit for the total 
system was defined as 

where the thrust coefficient includes the duct forces. Note that 
the ideal power for the ducted rotor was assumed to be the 
same as for the isolated rotor in order to compare the fiewe 
of merit- As the hp gap was increased, the ducted rotor figure 
of merit approached the isolated rotor figure of merit (FM = 
0.44) in Fig. 8. 

Another method of delining the figure of merit for the 
ducted rotor would have been to use a zero wake contrac- 
tion assumption for the induced power estimate, however this 
method was not used. The difference in the methods was not 
important for measuring the change in figure of merit as a 
function of tip gap. The sj-stem power was measured using 
the electrical power supplied to the motor, and so the losses 
across the gearbox and motor controller are included in both 
the ducted and un-ducted cases. 

The tip gap effect was studied in more detail using a poten- 
tial flow analytical method similar to Ref. 6. The rotor was 
modeled with a vortex column. and the duct was modeled as a 
series of vortex M g s  around the airfoil surface, as described 
in Ref 7. Example results are shown in Fig. 9, where the ve- 
locity field is shown for 5% and 1% tip gap. The duct static 
pressure distribution is also shown to the right of Fig. 9 for 
increasing tip gap. As the tip gap is increased, the suction 
pressure near the leading edge rapidly collapses in Fig. 9, and 
so the duct lift decreases as shown by the measured data in 
Fig. 6. 

The same results were repeated for a different duct shape. 
The duct thrust is also reduced by a decrease in the duct lead- 
ing edge radius (see Fig. IO). At low Reynolds numbers 
the effect of duct leading edge radius is more pronounced 
than higher Reynolds number data from Ref. 1 compared in 
Fig. 11. The same result was observed in the potential flow 
analytical results shown to the left of Fig. 1 1. 

Measurements of hover performance in a cross-wind were 
achieved by tuming the duct a = 90' to the wind tunnel 
freestream. The model was positioned close to the center of 
the wind tunnel yaw turn-table. and so the model remained 
in the same tunnel location Juring the angle sweeps. The 
pitching moment was resolved to the duct quarter-chord and 
defined by the hover tip speed instead of the freestream dy- 
namic pressure. An example variation of pitchin, (7 moment 
with crosswind speed is shown in Fig. 12. -4 positive pitching 
moment is defined as tilting the upwind side of the duct up- 
wards. The positive increase in pitching moment with speed 
creates a control instability that is a severe problem for these 
types of vehicles. 

The angle was also varied +IO" to -30" from hover to 
simulate climb and descent in a 24-knot crosswind as s h o w  
in Fig. 13. In this figure, the results are plotted for two dif- 
ferent duct lip shapes. While the small leading edge radius 
showed a decrease in hover performance, it also favorably 
decreased the magnitude of the speed instability. This was 
accomplished by the flow separating over the sharp leading 
edge: and therefore. the asymmetric suction pressure forming 
around the duct lip was less severe than the more blunt lead- 
ing edge. The blunt leading edge promoted the formation of a 
strong asymmetric suction pressure around the duct lip. Thii 
caused a pitching moment in the direction of tilting the rotor 
away from the oncoming flow. A reduction in this pitching 
moment results in a more stable platform for station keeping 
missions in a cross-wind. 

Higb a Performance 

The high angle of attack performance was studied for the 
duct alone (as in Ref. 8), and for the ducted rotor. As shown 
by Fig. 14, the maximum lift coefficient and stall angle vary 
considerably for the isolated duct compared to the powered 
duct. While the un-powered duct stalled near 15 degrees 
(similar to an airfoil). the powered duct did not stall until 
40 degrees angle of attack. The stall delay and the vertical 
component of the thrust vector allowed the powered duct to 
achieve five-times the maximum lift coefficient of the duct 
alone. The flow physics that contribute to the stall were in- 
vestigated using oil flow visualization and hotwire boundary 
layer measurements, see Fig. 15, for the combined rotor and 
duct configuration. The outer surface of the duct is character- 
ized by a laminar separation bubble followed by a significant 
amount of turbulent separation even at zero angle of attack. 
These features are important for understanding CFD valida- 
tion results and for the development of design tools. 

The minor effect of tip gap on the stall performance is 
shown in Fig. 16. In this figure, the data for the smallest tip 
gap ends before reaching a = 30". At the data point after the 
last one shown in Fig. 16 for k , / R  = 0.01, the severe vibrz- 
tions caused by flow separation on the upper, outer surface 
resulted in contact between the rotor tip and the inside of the 
duct. For the case of &,/R = 0.07. the model experienced 
severe buffetting at angles of attack near a = 40z where the 
vehicle stalled. The unsteady loads in this flow regime ap- 
proached the balance dynamic capacity. and so no data was 
acquired beyond these angles at 35 knots. It is interesting to 
note that this condition is near the cruise trim state for some 
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operational vehicles. 
The Pffect of duct shape on stall is shown in Figs. 17 and 

18, positke pitching moment is defined as nose up. The 
jmall leading edge radius duct was designed to improve the 
high angle of attack performance. and it appears (by the de- 
creased magnitude of the pitching moment) that some of the 
fioiX on the outer side of the duct was alleviated. In 
the baseline case. the flow separation on the outer side of the 
duct trailing edge causes a high pressure region responsible 
for the pnsitive (nose up) pitchin, 0 moments. 

Howire Flow Survey 

In addition to performance data, hotwire velocity surveys 
%'ere conducted inside and outside of the duct, and in the 
wake. Example velocity profiles near the duct exit are shown 
in Fig. 19. An interesting result was that the time averaged 
b n u n d q  layer thickness measured inside the duct was much 
rreater than the outer surface as s h o w  by Fig. 20. In this 
figure, the line of peak turbulent fluctuation is shown in red, 
and the wake boundary is shown in blue. On the outer side 
of the wake, rhe peak fluctuation occurs near the minimum 
velocity line; however, on the inside of the wake the peak 
fluctuation appears away from the middle of the shear layer. 
Funkr  analysis of the hotwire signals showed a periodic fre- 
quency indicating the presence of tip vortices along rhis line 
of peak fluctuation (Fig- 20 shows a slight wake contraction). 
The flow physics in this -on and along &e insid&%Z-of 
the duct appears to be governed by the interaction of the rotor, 
tip vortices, and the duct boundary layer. Surface flow visu- 
alization shown in Fig. 21 indicates that the flow separates 
immediately upon passing the rotor tip path plane. mere was 
zero skin friction measured by the oil. flow patterns down- 
stream of the tip path plane. 

Conclusions 
1. A 10-inch ducted rotor was tested over a range of flow 

conditions for two different duct shapes and a range of 
rotor tip gaps. 

1. At low RPM (i.e., low Reynolds number), it appeared 
that the viscous losses of the duct internal flow counter- 
acted the duct thrust. Below a certain RPM, the net force 
contribution from the duct was a download when corn- 
pared to the isolated rotor. This is an important result for 
the design of micro UAVs. 

3. Measurements and analytical results showed that in- 
creasing the rotor tip gap decreased the duct thrust dra- 
matically and therefore decreased the total figure of 
merit of the vehicle. 

3. X decrease in duct leading edge radius caused a de- 
crease in the ratio of ducr thrust to isolated rotor thrust 
in both measurements and simple analytical results, but 
improved the stability for hover in a crosswind. 

5. The stall performance of the isolated duct was very dif- 
ferent from that of the powered duct. The un-powered 
duct stalled near 15 degrees. and the powered duct did 
not stall until 40 degrees angle of attack. The powered 
duct achieved five-times the maximum lift coefficient of 
the duct alone. 
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6. The small leading edge radius duct shape improyed the 
pitching riiomcnt during stall, bttf the s t d !  mgk and 
maximum lift were not changed and appear 10 be go\'- 
erned b~ the rotor performance. 

7.  A complex interaction between the rotor. tip vortex. 
and duct b o u n d q  1a;er appeared in both the hotwire 
measurements and surface flow \-isunlization. The fl(w 
along the inner wall of the duct appeared to separate af- 
ter passing through the rotor tip path plane. 
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Fig. 1 
configured for wake survey (d) Fluorescent oil Row visualization. 

Test configuration: (a) US Army 7-by IO-Foot Wind Tunnel (b) Sting mounted six-component balance (c, Hotwire probe 

Fig. 1 US Arm> 7-b! 10-Foot Wind Tame! circuir diagram. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of 10 in. ducted fan W O L  c.4V wind tunnel model. 

Fig. 4 Definition of angle of attack u in forward Right= 
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Fig. 5 Baseline hover performance for the isolated rotors over a range of RPM. 
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Fig. 6 Thrust rariation with RPhl and tip gap for large leading edge radius duct, ru ,/c = 0.05. F 
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Fig. 7 Definition of tip gap 
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Fie. 8 Effect of tip gap OR fioure of merit in hover. c = 0 05.9000 RP11. Isolated rotor fipure of' merit. F M = 0 44. 
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Fig. 10 Thrust variation with RPM and tip gap for small leading edge radius duct, r u  / c  = 0.03. 
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Leading edge radius (% of inlet radius) 

Fig. 11 Effect of duct leading edge radius on load sharing, 9ooo RPM. 
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Advanceratio, p = V * I r n  

Fig. 12 Development of pitching moment instability in hover With hereasing crosswhd veloCiQ component, r u  !c = 0.05. Art / R  = 
0.01 yo00 RPM.  
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Fig. 11 Comparison of stall performance of isolated duct and rotorlduct combination,rLt/'c = 0 . 0 5 . b r / R  = 0.07.\'o = 35 hrs. 
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Fig. 16 Effect of tip gap on stall performance,ru / c  = 0.05, C, = 35 kts, 9ooo RPM. 
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Angle of attack, a (deg) 
Effect of duct leading edge radius on stall performance: lift coefficient, Ar, /R = 0.02, V, = 35 kts, 9ooo RPM. 
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Angle of attack, a (deg) 

Fig. 18 Effect of duct ieading edge radius on stail performance: pitching moment. 4rl i R  = 0.02. bcz = 35 ids, %X@RP,I.i. 
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Fig 19 Duct exit velocity profiles in propeller mode at a = OD, r z / c  = 0.05, Arr/R = 0.01, V, = 41 kts, 9oooRPM. 
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Fig. 20 Measured internaUexternal boundary layer geometry and duct exit wake thickness in propeller mode at a = O", r - , ~  c = 
0.05, br/R = 0.01, V, = 41 kts, 9OOORPM. 
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